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INTRODUCTION

Unit squares with vertices at integer points in the Cartesian plane are
called cells. A polyomino is a finite connected union of cells such that the
interior is also connected (no cut point). The area of a polyomino is the
number of cells, the perimeter is the length of the border.
Polyominoes are defined up to translation.
Polyominoes are very classical objects in combinatorics.
Counting
polyominoes according to their area or perimeter is a major unsolved
problem in combinatorics. The first authors interested in this subject were
Read [12] and Golomb [S]. Some authors Lunnon [9], Redelmeier [13]
have given the first values for the number of polyominoes with a given
area.
The physicists have given several asymptotic results. They call animal a
set of points obtained by taking the centers of the cells of a polyomino.
Giving a privileged direction for the growth of an animal allows them to
obtain generating functions (see Viennot [16] and references therein).
A column (resp. YOW) of a polyomino is the intersection between the
polyomino and any infinite vertical (resp. horizontal) strip of’unit squares.
A polyomino is said to be column- (resp. YOW-)convex if all its columns
(resp. rows) are connected. A convex polyomino is both row- and columnconvex (see Fig. 1).
Asymptotic results on the number of convex polyominoes with area n
have been given by Bender [l] and Klarner and Rivest [S].
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A column-convex

polyomino.

In [6], Klarner gives the expression for the generating function
enumerating row-convex polyominoes according to area. This function is
rational and is obtained by a combinatorial interpretation of a Fredholm
integral [7].
Recently Delest and Viennot [3] found an exact formula for the number
p2,, of convex polyominoes with perimeter 2n. The method used, due to
ideas of Schtitzenberger, is in three steps:
(i) A bijection is established between polyominoes and words of an
algebraic language.
(ii) Solve the corresponding algebraic system gives the generating
function
P(f) = c P2nt2n,
It 2 0

(iii)

Expanding p(t) gives the number
p2n+8 =(h+

11)4”-+I+

1)

.

We use here the same method to enumerate column-convex

polyominoes.
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We give the generating function for the number g,,, of column-convex
polyominoes with area y1and m columns. This refines a result of Klarner
[6] who gave the generating function of g, = C, a i g,,,.
Furthermore, making an extension of the bijection for the so-called
parallelogram
polyominoes given in [3], we found the generating function
for the number c, of column-convex polyominoes with perimeter 2n + 2.
This last computation has been possible by means of the M.I.T. [lo] symbolic manipulation system MACSYMA. The complexity of this function
does not permit us to give a formula for c,.

NOTATIONS

Let X be an alphabet, we denote by X* the free monoid generated by X
that is the set of the words written with letters from X, the product is
defined as the concatenation
of two words: for u = u, . up and v = vi . . vq,
then uv=ui ..‘uPv, “‘vq. The empty word is denoted by E. The number of
occurrences of the letter x in the word w is denoted by j w 1x, the length of
w by

Id= c IWIX.
x Ex

A language is a subset of X*. For any languages A, B of X*, we denote by
AB the set of the words f = uv with UE A and VE B. The submonoid
generated by A is denoted by A*. The language A is a code iff every words
of A* has a unique factorization f = a, . aP with p > 1 and for 1 < id p,
a, E A. Let K4 X$ (resp. K[fl)
be the algebra of non-commutative (resp.
commutative) power series with variables from X and coefficients in the
ring K. We denote by c( the canonical morphism which make the variables
commuting. For any language L in X*, we denote by L the generating
function

which is an element of Z <<X9. Note that for any languages A, B, C, the
equality C = A + B means that C= A u B and A n B = @. The equality
C = AB means that any word w of C has a unique factorization w = uv with
u E A and v E B. The equality A* = (1 - A) ~ i means that A is a code.
The Dyck language D is the set of words w in {x, X} verifying two conditions:
(i)

for any factor f such that w = fg, / f Ix 2 / f lx,

(ii) Iwl.x=IwI~~-.

COLUMN-CONVEX
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A path o is a sequence w = (so, s1 ,..., s,) of integer points in the Cartesian
plane. The point sO(resp. s,) is the starting (resp.final) point. The length of
o is n. Each pair (si, xi+ 1) is an elementary step of the path. The elementary
step is called north (resp. south, resp. east, resp. west) iff si= (x, y),
with x=x’,
y’ = y + 1 (resp. x = x’, y’ = y - 1, resp.
si+ 1 = (x’, y’)
x’ = x + 1, y = y’, resp. x’ = x - 1, y = y’).

1. GENERATING

FUNCTION

Let P be any column-convex
sequences of integers

ACCORDING TO THE AREA

polyomino.

C(P) = (Cl >...,c,),

It can be defined by two

A(P) = (a,,..., ak- 1)

with the convention that if k = 1 then A(P) is empty. These two sequences
are defined by the following conditions:
for every i E [ 1, k], ci is the number of cells of the ith column of
the polyomino,
for every i E [ 1, k - 11, a, gives the way of gluing the columns i
and i+ 1 namely, starting with the column i+ 1 glued on the

c,=4

FIG.

582a/48/1-2

2.

Gluing

column

i

and

i + 1. a, > 0.

(1)
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FIG.

3.

Gluing

column

i and i + 1. a, < 0.

right of the ith column such that their two southmost east steps
are on the same horizontal line then if aj 3 0 (resp. ai < 0) the
column i + 1 is moved 1ai 1 steps north (resp. south) (see Figs. 2
and 3).

(2)

These sequences satisfy:
for every ie [l, k-

11,

-ci+

1

+ 1 6 aj 6 ci - 1.

(3)

The area of P is
u(P)=

1

cj.

(4)

i = l,...,k

For each polyomino P, we define the word w = p(P) in {x, b, /} * using
the following construction:
if k = 1 then w = xc’/,

(5)

if k # 1 then w = w,Iw21.../wk/
with wk = xCk, for every
ie [l, k- l] if ui 30 then wi =xazbx’lpai else wi =xcfblUII+‘.

(6)

The map 1-1is a bijection between column-convex
of the following language:
DEFINITION

verifying:

1. Let

V be the language

polyominoes

and words

of the words of {x, b, /}*

COLUMN-CONVEX
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f = f,/f2/.../fkl
with k2 1,
foreveryiE[l,k],f,E{x,b}*,
If,/,#Oand
for every in [l, k - 11, f; =x”bg, with

This definition
property (3).

(7)
IfkIb=O,

(8)

if I~ilx=~~~~~I~+lIx~l~il,

(9.1)

if

(9.2)

Ig,I,#OthenIg,I,=O.

results from the construction

(5) and (6) and from the

Remark 2. The area of the polyomino P is clearly I p(P) lx and its number of columns is I p(P) I, (see Fig. 4).

We describe now a map z which is the reserve bijection of p.
Let f be a word of V, f = fi/f2/ .. /fk/. For every ic [ 1, k], we consider
a column made with I f; IX cells.
For every in [l, k- 11, letfi =xnbgi. If I gi IJ =0 (resp. I gi lx #O) then
starting with the column i+ 1 glued on the right of the column i such that
their southmost east steps are on the same horizontal line, we move the
column i+ 1 I gj I south (resp. n north) steps.

FIG.

4.

Bijection

p between

the column-convex

polyominoes

and the words

of V.
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Thus we obtain a column-convex
polyomino
z(f) having area
Xi= l ,_..,
k I f, Ix and k columns.
We introduce now auxiliary languages useful for the study of V. We
denote by X the alphabet {x, b, /}.
Let L, be the set of words f of X* satisfying

f= Xklf2

with

k 2 0 and f2 E V.

Let L, be the set of words f of X* satisfying

f=&

or

f=bk/f2

Let L, be the set of words

with

f

(11)

with

k 2 0.

(12)

f of X* satisfying

f = bklx’bxJ
The non-commutative
equations

E V.

of X* satisfying

f = bk/xk
Let L, be the set of words

k> 1, f2 E Vandxf,/f,

with
generating

V=xV+bxL,
L, =xL,

k, i, j>Oandi+
function

j=k.

(13)

V satisfies the system of

+xL,,

+/V,

L, = bL, xV + bL,xxL,

+/,

(14)

L, =bL,x+/,
L, =L,b+bL,x.
The first equation is a consequence of the following fact. Every word
has one of the decompositions given below:

f in V

f=xl,
f = xxh with h in V,
f =xbk+‘/h with k30 and h in V; in this case h = x’bg with i > k (see
6.1) and thus bk+l/hEL2\{/},
f=bx k+l/h with k 20 and h in V (see 6.2) thus xk/h is in L,.
In the same manner, we show that the other equations come from the
definitions of the languages L,, L,, L,, L,.

COLUMN-CONVEX

We define now the commutative
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power series

4x, b, /I = 4V),

l,(x, b, /I = dL,)>

Mx, b, /) = ~44,

4(x, b, /I = OA),

4(x b, /I = 4L).
Using the morphism C$defined on X by setting:
4x1 =x,

d(b) = E,

4(i) = Y,

we can obtain the generating function
G(x> Y) = c

c

n>l

for the number g,,
columns which is

of column-convex
G(x, Y) =4(4x,

g,,mx”ym

ma1

polyominoes

having area IZ and m

b, /)I = 4~ 1, Y).

For simplicity let u, I,, I,, I,, I, denote the respective images by 4 of the
series u(x, b, /), l,(x, b, /), l,(x, b, /), l,(x, 6, /), l,(x, b, /). These series
are solutions of an commutative algebraic system coming from (11).
Successively, we obtain
1, =Y
l-x’
14 =

(1 Jx)2,

noting that
u = x(u + 1, + 12)
we have the following result
THEOREM 3. The generating function for the number g,,,
convex polyominoes with area n and m columns is

xy(1 -x)’
~~.~x”Y’“~(~-x)4-xy~1-x)2(~+x)-x3y2~

of column-

20
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Remark 4.

For y = 1, we obtain the same result as Klarner [6]

c gnxn = 1 -

n>l

x(1 4)’
5x + 7x2 - 4x3 ’

where g, is the number of column-convex

polyominoes with area n.

Remark 5. The parameter perimeter of a polyomino is not simply
encoded in this bijection. Thus we introduce a new bijection in the
following section.

2. THE CODING OF CONVEX-POLYOMINOES

ACCORDING TO THE PERIMETER

In this section we give a bijection between column-convex polyominoes
and words of a language that is close to the Dyck language. This bijection
is an extension of the coding of parallellogram polyominoes given in [3].
Let d be the morphism from {x, X, y, y} * into {x, x I* defined by
d(x) = d( y ) = x,

d(Z) = d(j) = x.

We define the language C which is defined as the set of the words w in
(x, y, X, y}* verifying:
d(f) is a Dyck word,
f can be factorized in f = fixZf2
fk E {X}*, and for every i~]l, k[,
.h 6 {x>* {xl* u Ix>* {Y>*wJ
EXAMPLE

6.

(15)
..’ xZfk with k 3 2 and fi E {x3*,
(16)

Y{Y)*

b>* u bq*

w = xxxx~jjyxxxyx.?yyxx.fkxxxxxxxx

-----

YY{Yl*.

.
1s a word of the

language C.
Now we prove the
PROPOSITION 7. There exists a bijection
between column-convex
polyominoes with perimeter 2n -I- 2 and words of C of length 2n.

Let w be a word of C of length 2n. A factor xX (resp. x1x2 such that
d(xIxz) = Xx) is called a peak (resp. trough) of w. We number the peaks
(resp. troughs) from left to right. Let k 3 1 be the number of peaks of w
(thus w has k - 1 throughs). The height of the peak in w = fxXg equals
S(f) + 1 with
s(f)=ld(f)I,-Id(f)

(17)

COLUMN-CONVEX
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The height of the trough in w = fxl x2 g with d(x, x2) = Xx equals S(f).
Let w = w,xXw,xXw, be a word of C in which the two peaks are consecutive, the colouring of the trough between these peaks equals iJ(w2) with
5(w*)

=

I w2

ly +

I w2

Ij.

We associate to w the sequence of integers
satisfying:

(18)

C(w) = (c,,

c2,..., ck)

for every i E [l, k], ci is the height of the ith peak.

(19)

In the same way, we associate the sequence of integers A(w) =
( aI, a2,..., ak _ i) verifying
for every i E [ 1, k], let qi (resp. li) the height (resp. couloring)
the ith trough then ai = ci - ql - li.

of
(20)

These two sequences C(w) and ,4(w) satisfy (3). Indeed, for i E [ 1, k - 11,
consider w = w, XXW~XXW?,where the first (resp. second) factor xX is the
ith (resp. (i+ ljth) peak of w.
If w2 E {.?}* {x}*u
{X}* {v}*j
then
ai=

Iw2 Ix

and

a, 3 0,

and

aj 6 ci - 1.

but d(w) is a Dyck word thus
6(w,)

Ifw2 CJW*

b>*u

2

I w2

lx

G>*JY{Y>*
ai=

W21v

-I

then
and

ai CO,

and

ai 3 -ci + 1.

but d(w) is a Dyck word thus

Iw2 I.”Q @w,x-fw,)

Using the construction (1) and (2), one can obtain from these two
sequences a polyomino P = j?(w).
The perimeter of this polyomino p(w) is given by
P=

c
i=

t2+2c,-qi-,

-4J

I,k

with
if ai 3 0 and a, + ci+, 3 ci then qi = ci - ai,
ifa,30andai+cj+l<~jthenq,=ci+l-a,,

(21)
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if ai<
and ai+c ,+, >c, then qi=ci,
if ai < 0 and a, + c,+, < ci then qi = ci+ 1 + ai,
and the convention q. = qk + , = 0.
qi is the number of cells by which the ith and (i+ 1)th columns are
glued. Also, it is the height of the ith trough of w. Thus, we obtained for a
word of length 2n a polyomino p(w) of perimeter 2n + 2 (see Fig. 5).
We describe now a map y which is the reverse bijection of /II.
Let P be a column-convex polyomino having for perimeter 2n + 2. Let
C(P) and A(P) be the two sequences of integers associated by (1) to P. We
define a word
w= w,xxw,xx~~~xxw~
applying the rules

I\
I\

;\
/

\

A
\“Y

/

/

1
\

/
\

2

l
y

/

Y

,/

\

\f

\
1

v-

xxx

FIG.

x

5.

i

Y

Y

The bijection

Y

x

-

-

-

-

;x;x;yyxxxxxxxxxxxY

fi between

column-convex

polyominoes

and words

of C.

-

COLUMN-CONVEX
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and for every in 11, k[,
if ai 3 0 and ai + ci+ i 3 ci then wi = Px~~+~~+~-‘I,
ifa,>Oandai+ci+l

<~~thenw~=x”~y”~-“~+‘-“‘,

if aj < 0 and aj + ci+ r < ci then wi = YC~-CZ+l-U1y-al,
if ai < 0 and a, + ci+ i 3 ci then wi = yPrrl~nlfcZ+l--ci.
Clearly, w is a word of C of length 2n. Let y(P) be this word. Then y is the
reciprocal bijection of fl.
Remark 8. We can give an other definition for the bijection /I. Let us
consider the gluing of the column i+ 1 with the column i. Let w =
w1 XX. . . XXW, be a word of C, and i E [ 1, k[. There are live different cases
according to the size of the columns.

If wi is a big valley that is wi E {X}* Xx(x}* u {y}* jy{ y}*, thus we
have qi < ci and qi < ci+ I and there are two ways for gluing the columns
according to one of the conditions aj > 0 or ai < 0 (see Fig. 6a).
If wi is a left (resp. right) small valley, that is, wi E (X}* {j}* (resp.
~~~{y}*{x}*)thusq~=c~+~
(resp. qi = ci) and ci+ i < ci (resp. ci < ci+ r)
(see Fig. 6b (resp. 6~)).
If wi is a tiny valley that is wi = E thus cj = ci+ i = qi (see Fig. 6d).
The gluing process is displayed on Fig. 6.
Remark 9. There is an other way for constructing the bijection y. Let P
be any column-convex polyomino having perimeter 2n + 2. We consider
the point S(P) (resp. N(P)) which is the southmost (resp. northmost) point
among the westmost (resp. eastmost) points of P (see Fig. 7).
Then the polyomino P can be defined by two paths o and u] having only
north, south, and east steps, beginning at the same point S(P) and ending
at the same point N(P). These two paths do not intersect except at the end
points. If the length of w (resp. q) is q (resp. r) then
q+r=2n+2.

We take off the first (resp. last) step of w (resp. v).
We construct a word of {x, y, X, y}* by following
and y:

the two paths w

every north step of o (resp. q) is coded by a letter x (resp. x),
every south step of o (resp. 7) is coded by a letter J (resp. y),
every east step of o (resp. q) is coded by a letter x (resp. x).
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I w,+,

8
Ci+i
A\
~\

,‘I
,,’
c

,,’
’

FIG.

6.

I

\\\

,
/

An other

definition

for the bijection

8.

We code the steps of the paths using the following rule: for every
i E [ 1, k], we code first the north and south steps which are the right vertical border of the column i- 1 and the left vertical border of the column i
(we get a word wi), and after we code the east steps of the column i. One
can obtain by this construction
some words having the form w =
wI xX.. xXwk where each factor xX is associated with the pairs of east steps
of q and o. We make the convention that we write the letters in the words
w, in the following order: first X then j then y then x (see Fig. 7).
Remark 10.

Let c, be the number of column-convex

polyominos

then

COLUMN-CONVEX

”

=

x

x

x

x

x

-

;;yX;;GXrYYXXXYYXS~;

FIG.

7.

An other
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definition

for the bijection

-

;

;

i

y.

with if w is a dyck word then ho(w) is the number of big valley of w, SV is
the set of small valleys of w, and for any small valley u in w,
PC(U) = 1 + I u I.
Remark 11. The area of the polyomino
the peaks of y(P).

P is the sum of the height of

Remark 12. The bijection b can be applied to the convex polyominoes.
In [3], we gave a coding of convex polyominoes with some words of an
algebraic language. In fact, we defined three different languages, three different coding, corresponding to three types of convex polyominoes. Using
the bijection p, it is possible to give a single coding with a single algebraic
language. Unfortunately,
the equations of this language seem to be very
hard to solve.
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3. GENERATING

FUNCTION

ACCORDING TO THE PERIMETER

In this section we introduce auxiliary languages and give the generating
function (in one variable) for the column-convex polyominoes.
The name of these languages is made with two letters giving their
properties. The first letter (denoted L) is 0 or G or G, the second (denoted
R) is 0 or D or 4.
Let LR be such a language, the words f of LR are written on {x, X, y, j}
and verify:
(i)
(ii)

d(f)

is a Dyck word,

f=f,~.$xX...

x.?fk, k>2

fi E I-f>* ix>* u w*

and for every i~]l,

{Y>*YuY{Y>*

k[,

1x>* u {Yl*YY{Y>*.

(22)

Moreover
ifL=O(resp.R=O)thenfl~{x}*(resp.f,~{X}*),
ifL=G(resp.R=D)thenf,E{y}*

{x}*(resp.f,~{X}*

Iv>*)>

ifL=G(resp.R=D)thenf,Ey{y}*(resp.f,E{j}*j).
Remark 13. We have thus defined 9 languages. The one coding the
column-convex polyominoes is C = 00.

LEMMA

14.

We can prove the equations

00=x~+x~GO+x00~+x00x00+xODjxx(~+GO)
+~(OD+E)~.Z~GO+~OD~GO,

(23)

GO=00+yGO~+yGO.?00+yGDjx~(e+GO)
+ y(GD + E) xXj GO + yGD jG0,

(24)

GD=OD+~GOZ+yGO~OD+yGDj+yGDjxx(s+GD)
+y(e+GD)xxjGD+yGDjGD.

(25)

We prove only the equality (23); the others can be proved in the same
way.
Proof of the Equality (23). Let f be a word of 00, f has a unique
decomposition f = xk%g or f = xhjg with d(f) and d(g) are Dyck words.
Moreover, from (22), f has also a decomposition: f =flx%fzxX ... x.$,
with fi E {x}* andf, E {X}*.

COLUMN-CONVEX
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Suppose that f = xh,Tg then
if h=E and g=s

thenf=xx,

if h=E and gfs
gEG0,
if h#& and g=s
hkX = fk thus h E 00,

then g=f2xX...x.?fk
then

and f2 E {v}*(x)*

h=h,xZh,xZ...xZh,

with

thus

xh, =fr

and

if
h#&
and
g#.s
then
h=h,xZh,xi...xZhi
and
g=
g,xxg,xx~~~xxg&,,
we have fi =xh, E ix}*,
f, =h,Zgi E (i}* {xl*,
fk=gkeiiXE(X}*,
thushEOOandgE00.
Suppose, now, that f = xhjg then g #E, h # E and g = g, xXg,xX
and h = h,xZh,xZ...xZh,,
with fi =xhl, f, = hjjg,, fk = gkpi:

. .xXgkP i

ifg,=athenfi~{x}*{~}*~thush~ODandg=xxorg~xxGO,
if g, #E, and hi=& then h=h,xi!...hi_,x.?
thus h = xX or h E ODxX and g E GO,
ifg,
gEG0.

#E and h,#~

then hiEj{j}*

and fi=jgI

and g, ~y{y}*

~jy{y>*

thus hEOD

and

We have proved the equality (23).
Let Ir(x, X, y, j) be the series a(LR) and lr be the commutative series
lr(t, 1, t, 1).
Using Eqs. (23-25) we can write the following algebraic system in commutative variables:

oo=t+tgo+too+too2+t2od(l+go)+t~(l+od)go+to~go,
go = 00 + t go + t go 00 + t2gd( 1 + go) + t2( 1 + gd) go + t gage,
gd=od+tgo+tgood+tgd+t2gd(l+gd)+t2(1+

(26)

gd)gd+tgJgd.

Using a symmetry argument, we get
04-G 2, y, J) = w(x, x, Y, 7)

and

thus od= go and oa= go.
Moreover GO v (xX} u xxG0 is in bijection with 00. Indeed, let f E GO
with 1f / = 2n,

f = f,XX...XZfk
g=x m+ ‘xzf2xx..

with

fi = y” + ‘, m>0, and fk E {X}*.

. x5fk is a word of 00, 1g 1= / f I and g do not begin by

a factor xX. Moreover, all the words of 00 which begin by a factor xX
have the form w = xxw’ with w’ = E or w’ E GO. Thus we have

go=oo-t-tgo.

(27)
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In the same way, there exists a bijection between CD v {xX} u x2GD
and OD and then
gd=od-t-tgd.

(28)

Using (26), (27), (28), we prove
PROPOSITION 15. Let c be the serie C ,, a 0 c, t” where c, is the number of
column-convex polyominoes with perimeter 2n + 2. Then c is the solution of
the algebraic system:

c=t+ts+tc+tC2+t*s(1+S)
+ t’(1 + s)(c -

t - ts)+ t(c - t - tsy,

(29)

s=c+ts+tcs+t%(l+s)

t2(1 + u)(c - t - ts)-t t(s- t - tu)(c- t - ts),
u = s + ts+ ts2+ tu + t2u(1 + 24)
+ t2(I + u)(s - t - tu) + t(s- t - tu)2.
+

(30)

(31)

Equation (30) is linear according to the variable u. So, we have
U=

(s*+S)tZ+(1-2c)sx+s-c
(s+ 1)t’

.

Then we replace u in Eq. (31); using Macsyma we compute the resultant of
this new equation and Eq. (29) eliminating the variable s. We get a new
equation
t6p,(c, t)pz(c, t) = 0,

where pI(c, t) and p2(c, t) are the polynomials
P](C, t) = -4c* + (2t - 5)c + t - 2,
p2(c, t) = (2t6 - 23t5 + 38t4 - 18t3)c4
+ (5t6 + 40t’ i- 82t4 - 68t3 + 21 t2)c3
+ (4t6 - 30t5 + 68t4 - 70t3 + 36t2 - 8t)c2
+ (t6 - lot5 + 27t4 - 32t3 + 19t2 - 6t -I- 1)c
-P + 4t4 - 6t3 + 4t2 - t.

The series for the column-convex

polyomino
Pl(C, t) = 0,

cannot be solution of

(32)
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else it will have a Taylor series with complex coefficients. Thus it is one of
the four solutions of

P*(C,t) = 0.

(33)

Using the MACSYMA function solve, we can give an explicit expression
for the four power series which are solution of this last equation. Then we
compute the first coeffkients of every one of the four solutions. Because of
the complexity of these generating function, this last computation cannot
be made by the mean of the MACSYMA function taylor. We have written
a MACSYMA
program which compute the Taylor series. Only two of
them has integer coefficients. For only one the first coefficients agree with
the coefficients obtained by direct enumeration. We get the following result:
THEOREM

16. Let us consider the expressions:

A = 18t4(2t3 - 23t2 + 38t - 18)*,
B=(t’-38t+l)(t-l)-b(t*-6t+1);‘-3t,
c= 2(tD=

-3t*(t-

q9(t+ 1)3B
3At2
’
l)“(t+

1)(11t3+49t2-439t+

E= 2(t - l)“(t + l)‘(t’+

171),

lot + l),

F=81t3(t-1)5(t+1)2(t2-6t+

l)(t3-79t2+163t-81),

G= Jt-1)(5t3-25t2+47t-21)
4t(2t3 - 23t2 + 38t - 18)

’

The generating function for the number c, of column-convex polyominoes
having perimeter 2n + 2 is:

c
iI>0

c,tn=

Remark 17.

J-(AC1/3+~+EC-1/3)-~

---

2KH

The first coefficients for the c, are
1, 2, 7, 28, 122, 558, 2641,....

H
2.&i

G
.
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There is three different ways to check MACSYMA

computations:

enumerating directly column-convex polyominoes for II = 1, 2,..., 7,
setting the first coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the function
defined by Theorem 16,
solving iteratively Eq. (33).
All the coefficients agreed for n = l,..., 7.

CONCLUSION

We have solved an enumerative problem by using algebraic languages
methodology. It is significant to notice that this result would probably be
very difficult to obtain without the use of languages methodology and
MACSYMA.
Since this work was completed, some other problems have been solved
using the languages methodology: the number of the so-called directed luttice animals, see Viennot [ 163, the number of secondary structures of singlestranded nucleic acids having a given complexity [15]. With convex
polyominoes [3] and the coding of Cori and Vauquelin [2] for planar
maps, we have five examples of a coding of a “planar picture” with words
of an algebraic language.
A major problem would be to prove Theorem 3 using the bijection fl of
Proposition 7 and Remark 11. Then we would obtain a generating function
according to the perimeter and the area of the polyomino.
It is intriguing that there exists exact formulae for some kind of
polyominoes while only generating function are known for others. For
polyominoes having a given perimeter, there exists an exact formula when
they are convex [3] or parallelogram [ll, 4, 31, and a generating function
when they are column-convex. For polyominoes having a given area, there
exists a simple generating function for column-convex [IS, 61 and a complicated one for parallellogram [ 11,4]. Directed polyominoes (animals) has
a very simple exact formula according to the area [16]. Except some
asymptotic results, there is nothing known about explicit formula for convex polyominoes having a given area and directed polyominoes having a
given perimeter.
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